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Pay raise allocated for CSU faculty

By KEVIN H. FOX

The California State University System and its 19,000 faculty members reached a tentative agreement Wednesday on a 10 percent pay raise.

The increase, already approved by the Legislature, will be retroactive to July 1. The initial raise will be 9 percent, followed by another 1 percent increase Jan 1 and June 30, 1985.

The agreement allows for an across-the-board raise that the faculty union wanted, and money for merit awards for outstanding teachers that the CSU administration wanted, the Los Angeles Times reported.

An additional $1.9 million was set aside to boost salaries of professors in hard-to-hire areas such as computer science, engineering and business administration.

The University of California faculty had already received a 16 percent raise earlier this year.

The CSU had to go through the newly established collective bargaining system, in which both sides had to negotiate a settlement and compromise.

Negotiations had been stormy between the two groups since last July. Now, the instances of picketing at some of the 19 campuses in the system.

The CSU is the largest state university system in the nation with 114,000 students and 19,000 faculty members.

Poly crime rate less for quarter

By DONALD MUNRO

The overall crime rate at Cal Poly was slighter lower this quarter, although there was an increase in reports of indecent exposure and suspicious people on campus.

Statistics compiled by the Cal Poly Public Safety Department indicate that alcohol-related incidents and auto accidents were also down on the increase, while there were also fewer backpack thefts and bike thefts, said Investigator Ray Berrett.

Overall, Investigator Wayne Carmack estimated the crime rate is down between eight and 10 percent over last year. Official statistics will not be available until next June, when the crime statistics for the year are compiled.

From Sept. 1 to Dec. 4 there were two arrests for indecent exposure. That figure is up over last year, said Berrett. In addition to the arrest, there were reports of men in the women's locker room in Cran dall Gym, in the women's restroom in the Science Building and in several residence halls.

Overall there were 71 reports of indecent exposure and suspicious persons, subjects and circumstances, which includes Peeping Toms, said Berrett.

"That's a lot — I think that's more than we had last year," said Berrett.

The category also includes reports of persons loitering in the parking lots, in classrooms, in bushes and on roofs. A number of these involved men who didn't look like they belonged on campus.

Alcohol-related incidents were also on the increase. There were four arrests for drunken driving and two arrests for being drunk in public.

That figure parallels a development across the nation, where there are more people being arrested for drunken driving. The campus police department has a new officer, Alan Blair, who is very experienced in spotting drunk drivers, said Berrett.

There were also more auto accidents this quarter, with 17 accidents and 12 hit and run accidents reported. There were also six reports of reckless driving.

"That's pretty high for Cal Poly," Berrett said.

There were five bike accidents reported during the quarter. In some categories, however, there was a decrease in the crime rate. There were 10 bike thefts, nine backpack thefts and 25 parking permit thefts reported. Berrett said those figures are down a bit.

"That's due to a little more awareness," said Berrett. Articles in Mustang Daily this quarter have brought up the importance of crime prevention.
My final last word

It's raining outside and George and Anne are watching the fish in our aquarium swim around and we're listening to a Graham Parker album. We live on the second story of an apartment building and I'm thinking that the view of San Luis Obispo is changing. George puts up some orange and passes me a slice. Outside the sun makes its way through the clouds. I'm trying to figure out what Mr. Haynes copy editing final will consist of. It keeps raining.

Hall Darkness. My Old Friend

Joins in and sits down next to me and asks why I'm sitting in the dark. We drink beer and he makes jokes about bombing a certain girl's house while we watch TV. I get the same feeling I had previously held in a sort of surreal memory when Daryl, Rosemary and I drive out to Morro Bay in the middle of the night and watch the waves splash against the rocks and wind up with colds.

Join the rest of the gang at a dance party at the motel after sneaking in a stereo system.

The Partult of Happiness

I'm driving away from Tropicana Village ready to start the day by sneaking in a stereo system. I wanted to say goodbye to Cal Poly. I wanted to say goodbye to Amy. I never tell her how mad I am and I'll never understand you. Or Mary, you the best dancer I know and you have hands coming from your eyeglasses...But perhaps when I am a father, I will see Mary somewhat differently but maybe they will not notice, as I did not in my father, the joy in theirs. Maybe my patient — not to receive gifts, but maybe they will not notice, as I did not in my father, the joy in their eyes that will come from the joy in theirs.

Merry Christmas.

M. M. M.}

GRIMSLY

"But If I Don't Get Into a College, Think of All the Money You'll Save."

Mustang Daily

M. M. M.}

The Mustang Daily encourages readers' opinions, criticisms and comments on new stories, letters and editorials. Letters and press releases should be submitted to the Daily office in Rm. 226 of the Graphic Arts Building or sent to: Editor, Mustang Daily, Garcia, 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo CA 93407. Letters should be kept as short as possible. must be double spaced typed and must include the writers' signatures and phone numbers. To ensure that they be considered for the next edition, letters should be submitted to the Daily office at least a week before they should run. All releases must include the names and titles of the people or organizations involved. In case more information is needed, unsigned editorials reflect the viewpoint of the Mustang Daily Editorial Board.
Poinsettias are sold as enterprise project

By MICHAEL STUMP
Staff Writer

The traditional holiday flower, poinsettias, are being grown and sold by three Cal Poly ornamental horticulture majors as their enterprise project.

Peter Meertens, Mark Webb, and David Hall started the project in April. The plants are started from two inch stalks and grow to about three feet in the pots.

"We grow all sizes and colors," said Meertens. "Our advisor (OH professor Virginia Walters) wants us to grow every variety so we can get the experience.

The poinsettias they grow are white, red, pink and a hybrid between red and pink called Jingle Bells. They grew about 1,700 plants, which covered almost two 30x60 foot green houses.

The production involves more than simply watering, fertilizing and watching the plants grow.

Panhellenic pledges host children's party

By MICHAEL STUMP
Staff Writer

The Panhellenic sorority pledges gave the kids of the ASI Children's Center a special treat Thursday. It was a Christmas party complete with Santa Claus, cookies, songs, and Christmas stockings.

Walt Lambert, coordinator of Greek Affairs played Santa. His arrival in the Mustang Lounge of the U.U. was eagerly awaited by pre-school children and even toddlers and infants, who did not quite know what was going on, but were excited, nevertheless.

The party was used as their pledge philanthropy. In the past, the pledges have done separate philanthropies, but Laurie Caddel, president of Panhellenic, thought it would be a good idea to do the pledges to do something together to get to know each other.

Each house has a pledge representative on Panhellenic, which is something new this year. "We wanted to get the pledges involved in Panhellenic before they come active," said Caddel.

After the children had their share of cookies and punch they made out of paper and glitter.

Coordinator of the Children's Center, Yvonne Rickets, said the center takes care of 24 pre-school children, and 12 infants and toddlers per hour. They are mainly children of students. If there is any extra space the faculty can bring their children in.

She said the center is a resource for students as well as parents.
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Poinsettias are sold
as enterprise project

By MICHAEL STUMP

The traditional holiday flower, poinsettias, are being grown and sold by three Cal Poly ornamental horticulture majors as their enterprise project.

Peter Meertens, Mark Webb, and David Hall started the project in April. The plants are started from two inch stalks and grow to about three feet in the pots.

"We grow all sizes and colors," said Meertens. "Our advisor (OH professor Virginia Walters) wants us to grow every variety so we can get the experience.

The poinsettias they grow are white, red, pink and a hybrid between red and pink called Jingle Bells. They grew about 1,700 plants, which covered almost two 30x60 foot green houses.

The production involves more than simply watering, fertilizing and watching the plants grow.

The plant is effected by the length of the evening darkness," said Meertens, "One-to-two foot cards of light will prevent them from flowering,

Panroof of the reaction is not fully known.

Meertens said the sales and marketing is challenging on all aspects. They market the plants wholesale and retail. Locally they have sold to the Gazebo Flower shop. "We also sold to a nursery in Ventura," Meertens said, "They liked our product so much they were willing to pay extra for us to drive down there and deliver it."

The Poinsettias are being sold at the plant shop at the OH unit.

Prices range from $3.50 to $6.50. The plant shop is open Monday through Friday from 1 to 5 p.m.

Mark Webb, David Hall and Peter Meertens, left to right, show off their enterprise project.
**CHRISTMAS TREES**
CAL GROWN
FREE seedling with each tree!
Sat. 12:00pm-4pm next to horse unit
Sun. 12-9 at NRM
Greenhouse
For more info: 546-2702
ONLY $8.00

---

**Club to hold fashion show**

By KAREN ELLICHRICK

The Home Economics' Style Club will present a fashion show Friday for the wives of a group of foresters who are holding a convention at Cal Poly, said club president.

The natural resource management department called Style be fore Thursday, asking the group to put on a fashion show for the wives of the group. "They are home economics major Karen Arnold," the student said the informed forest officers, who will be the guests at the Vista Gardens this Saturday, will be entertained at the Vista by Home Economics faculty members. Members of Style, which was formed for students to get a concentration in fashion merchandising, clothing and textiles, will model outfits for the visitors. "We chose to do informal modeling, so the women can ask questions, because the foresters' wives are not from Cal Poly and we thought it would be a nice way to welcome them," said Arnold. Although Friday's fashion show will not be open to the public, the Style president said the club will be planning another event this holiday season, theme, will be held at the Vista Gardens.

---

**SENATE**

**From page 1**

Besides passing several resolutions, one of the only accomplishments the Senate this quarter was helping the ASI set up its own audio visual system. Godwin explained that it isn't until Winter Quarter that major issues come before the senate.

Andreas said one strong point of the senate was that, "people have tried to be objective and work for what's best for the student body." He added, "I think we've done a really good job this quarter. We basically worked well together," said senator Beth Tucker, School of Science and Math. "The senators were really concerned about the students and that's what I saw coming through," Schaefer said. "I feel we did reasonably well for the first quarter. I feel like we got a good deal done. We got through our meetings well and didn't have a lot of petty fights." The Student Senate adjourned Wednesday night for the quarter. I feel like we got a good deal done. We got through our meetings well and didn't have a lot of petty fights.
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**CRIME**

From page 1
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**COMMENTS**

By SUSAN DETKUEFSEN

The Energy Conservation Committee looks for student representatives to help bring Cal Poly's million yearly energy expenditure down. "We're looking for students who know are knowledgeable in energy matters, able to communicate with students, promote energy conservation and can come up with ideas to be considered," said Edward Naretto, Energy Conservation Committee chairman.

Naretto said that in comparison to other campuses, Cal Poly is average in energy consumption. This campus consumes more natural gas than most, yet in electricity use it is not as efficient. However, he explained, campuses can't really be compared because some are more compact than others and some, like this one, use more energy because of the high number of technical and scientific majors. Climate is another major factor.

Naretto said this campus does not need to improve in energy conservation.

"The tendency on this campus is to increase usage per student and per square foot," he said. The problem, he explained, is that people think the energy shortage is over. "The committee needs to get information out to the campus to conserve and let them know we still have an energy crisis," he said.

"I think the awareness is not there anymore," said Naretto. Cal Poly spends $8 million a year for buildings and $4 million for utilities. He added that if everyone cuts down, the consumption rate can be brought back down.

Naretto said 68 degrees is the temperature that is supposed to be maintained in campus buildings. However, he is sure that just by turning it down a degree, the heating bill will be lower.

Students interested in a position on the Energy Conservation Committee can pick up an application at the ASI business office, Room 217 of the University Union.
By KAREN ELLICHMAN
Cal Poly skiers now have a chance to compete with skiers from other universities, the founding of the Cal Poly Ski Team, scheduled for today.

Team President Dean Larson, a mechanical engineering major, said the team will become official today under ASI bylaws. The team already has about 60 people signed up, to compete, he said.

Cal Poly already has a ski club, but that group is for recreational skiers, not racers, said Larson.

"We started the team to get people together who like to race," said Larson. "The emphasis is on competition, but the ski team is open to any level of racers. In fact, some people who have joined have never even raced before."

Larson, who has raced competitively for 12 years, said he has been mainly responsible for establishing the team at Cal Poly. "I missed the sport," he explained.
"Other students have been trying to get a team off the ground," said Larson. "They wanted to get into competition and catch up with other schools. So, they're glad to see that Cal Poly finally has its ski team."

Larson said he intends for the team to encourage all levels of racers, and to send both beginning and advanced racers to the competitions. "I hope we won't discriminate according to racing times," he said.

The main goal of the team is to be competitive, he said, but that will not stop the members from having a good time. "Skiers are in-born partners," said Larson. "We've got to keep that fire lit."

Cal Poly's Ski Team will compete in the Southern California Ski Association and the Associated University Ski Association.

The races will take place at Mammoth Ski Resort and at June Mountain. Cal Poly's women's and men's teams will also have the chance to compete nationwide, Larson said.

"Last year, Cal Poly's first season of racing, there were 16 races over eight weekends," Larson said of the school's team. "Every race will include slalom and giant slalom, he added. The first race is scheduled for Jan. 5-6, at June Mountain, with a racing clinic taking place Jan. 4.

The ski team will work out together twice a week, running hills and lifting weights, said the student, but members are expected to work out on their own, as well.

Larson said the team will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in Ag 221, and that any prospective members are welcome to come to the meeting today at 7 p.m. in Ag 221, and that any prospective members are welcome to come to the meeting.

"I've enjoyed my period of years here and I want to go off with a regret," of course, but I have this other life I now have to go off and take care of," Johnston said.

"I'm never let it go completely, but I haven't been as productive as I would like to be," he added.

Johnston's works in bronze, wood, ceramic and stone are in private collections throughout the world. He has a hero-sized live-size bronze bust of Admiral Byrd in the Smithsonian Institution, a seven-foot "Rising Christ" figure in a Arroyo Grande church, and he sculpted the Robert E. Kennedy bust on display in Kennedy library. Other pieces are in Britain, Australia and his native New Zealand.

Johnston first came to the states on his way to Canada for flight training as a member of the New Zealand Royal Air Force in the early 1940s. "I had the same fascination that everyone else has for this vast country," he said. "But when I got into North Dakota and Minnesota I found that there were dirt roads and tumble down buildings just like everywhere else.

He returned to New Zealand to do his undergraduate work after the service and received his diploma of teaching there in 1948. He earned his Visual Arts Certificate at London University in 1960, and his graduate degree at the Glasgow School of Art and Architecture in 1952.

It was 13 years before Johnston returned to the United States, during which time he spent sculpting private and public pieces. He was invited by both the Italian Ministry of Culture and the British Arts Council to take a fellowship to work and study—as a sculptor in their respective countries.

But Johnston recognized the need for somebody to do something in the education field for artists.

After the appointment as a professor in the Cal Poly architecture department, Johnston became head of the art department in 1975, which at that time had no degree program.

Within two years the art department had established a bachelor of science program with geographical isolation of New Zealand, Johnston said, the people are in Britain, Australia and his native New Zealand.

Within the art department, the team of artists is a prime example of the school's attempts to do just that because it gives students a chance to live in another culture and observe its culture.

Johnston sees the Cal Poly Lon­don study program as an example of the school's attempts to do just that because it gives students a chance to live in another culture and observe its culture.

Johnston and his wife Anne set sail for New Plymouth, New Zealand, in January. Because of the geographical isolation of New Zealand, Johnston said, the people there are in Britain, Australia and his native New Zealand.

A retirement reception for Johnston will be held in the School of Communicative Arts and Humanities in 1978 and retained the art department head position. In 1981, he became the full-time associate dean.
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Single parents going to school

The year a small group of Americans and Russians set out on the greatest adventure of them all...

to see if there is life beyond the stars

By BETTY TAKAMURA
Special to the Daily

Completing college while you are working full or part-time and caring for your children is a personal triumph over adversity. Single parents attempting to work their way through school must be highly motivated and determined to succeed.

What makes a single parent decide to go to school? How do they manage to juggle child-care, work, classes, studying and still find time for a personal life? What additional problems do the children face and are the rewards worth it?

A sampling of single Cal Poly parents offers some answers and insights.

Joyce Woodruff, a 32-year-old mother of a 6-year-old, quit a job and returned to school it didn't occur to me. Amber was just eight weeks old and was a good baby. I would nurse her while I was reading assignments. I took one child development course in order to be a better parent.

"Time at school was quality time for me," Woodruff said. "You need breaks from your children to be a quality parent. My class time was my private time."

"I had been a neat experience. Had I been married I couldn't have done this. I didn't have the additional demands of a marriage. All of us have a tower of strength in us, that single parenting brings out."

Woodruff doesn't think people have to go back to school and neglect their children.

"The child is number one. Think of the fact that the most important phase of a child's life is the early years - the first five years - and those won't last forever."

"The close relationship with her daughter even prevents Woodruff's feelings toward the possibility of remarriage."

"When someone asked me out, I said, 'Good, where can we all go?' I wouldn't put the child in a close."

After a couple of dates, Woodruff would have him over for dinner and spring the test.

"You can either do the dishes or read Amber a story." Her date scored higher for choosing to read the story.

Mike Reagan's motive for enrolling school was not a higher-level job, but rather to prepare himself for a lower-paid position. Reagan, a friendly, enthusiastic 28-year-old student, decided taking classes would give him the most flexible schedule, with holidays and summers off to spend with his five-year-old son. Prior to entering Cal Poly five years ago, he had an excellent position in management with Pacific Telephone.

"I put in 60-80 hour work weeks and was less sure when I'd be coming home. It was impossible to take time off or leave early. I needed a career change, so I resigned."

Reagan works on campus at a 20-hour a week student job and leaves young Mike at the child-care center.

Class time and the one weekend a month that his son spends with his mother has been Reagan's free time.

"I relish my free weekend. Sometimes you just need some time of your own."

"Arranging activities is difficult. You have to plan ahead; consider the logistics. Staying on top of everything is vital. You have to be more organized because of having to juggle things. When other students say, 'I don't have time to study, I laugh,' he said with a contagious smile. "They don't know what it's like to have time."

Reagan's studying is done late at night when his son is asleep and the house is quiet. Exam times are especially trying periods.

"The child reflects the pressure I'm feeling," he said seriously.

"The stress of school never stops. With a job you can leave the stress after work and on weekends. With school there are always tasks undone and studying."

He is fortunate to have parents who often help with young Mike during final exam periods.

"As a single father, Reagan feels he is becoming closer to his son and is experiencing the whole gamut of being a parent. But he also feels that as a male, he lacks a lot of social support."

"I'm considered and oddity among my male peers. They can't relate to me," he said with a disarming grin.

"Mother Mike," as his male friend sometimes refer to him, also finds problems with female relationships.

"Since I have no female input, I sometimes feel the need to talk to mothers," he explained. The female parents he knows are either married or have boyfriends, and their male partners are resentful of his being around.

"They don't understand I'm like any other of the female friends." Different problems arise in social relationships. Single fathers may find women eager to help with the children. But Mike finds this a mixed blessing.

"I resent women 'mothering' my son; wanting to take control. He's my son," Reagan finds other of the female friends."
highly-motivated man in his mid-40's, combines a full-time sales manager position with the pursuit of a degree in business administration.

Thompson insists his first priority has always been work, not academics; but he regularly attended night school while doing his first stint in the military. He reenlisted during Vietnam, graduating from flight school as a captain, and returning from the war with service medals.

"I got my discharge and my divorce," he said seriously, with a slight suggestion of a smile. "I thought I'd make a big change. Change brings new growth."

Thompson's two children came to live with him three years ago, when his daughter was 15 and his son 12. The experience has been both rewarding and frustrating.

"Children bring a great dimension to your life. It's a change being away from them and then having them come back into your life. There are suddenly two different personalities, with different sets of wants and needs," he said.

"I've been enhanced as a result of having the children. One becomes self-centered when one cares for himself."

Although school work is mainly cramming and "short-term memory stuff," he is consistently an honors student. "I don't require much sleep," he chuckled.

"All single parent students have lots of drive," he added. "They make better students usually, because they're highly motivated single parents are more positive about themselves."

Anita West, 29 years old, is a full-time student and works at a flexible part-time job. Her son is five years old and her daughter is seven.

"My father comes and goes out of the children's lives. My son, especially, is upset by this," she said sadly. "It's hard to protect children from the effects of a broken home. My son went through a period of not wanting to leave me. I couldn't go to school or work for a week. The child's needs come first."

"When you have pressure, the pressure is on the kids, in terms of psychological stress. I've learned to let a lot of things to — to make life more smooth."

West, who receives no child support, decided school was necessary in order to get a decent job to support her family. She is majoring in business administration.

"I want a good life for my kids. I don't want them to worry about money. They're old enough to begin to understand the goals and rewards that will come from education," she said.

"I have a good network of support people. The day care center where the children are is not a structured school. It is a home environment (husband and wife team), which kids need — parents, play, TV — not constant mental stimulation."

Single parenting is not easy, even without the added burden of school. But then parenting's not easy even with both parents.

"I have been there once before — he was 13 or 14 and traveling with his legendary brother, Lefty Frizzell."

"They have since made their own legends, and sang some of their classics which delighted the crowd, especially West's hit, "Jose Cuervo," Frizzell's "I'm Gonna Hire a Wino," and the duet, "You're the Reason God Made Oklahoma."

It was kick-off-your-shoes time Wednesday night at the Cowboy in Pismo Beach, and Shelly West did just that as she sang in concert with hit-making partner David Frizzell.

For West, daughter of country star Dottie West, it was her first time in Pismo Beach. Frizzell had been there once before — he was 13 or 14 and traveling with his legendary brother, Lefty Frizzell.

They have since made their own legends, and sang some of their classics which delighted the crowd, especially West's hit, "Jose Cuervo," Frizzell's "I'm Gonna Hire a Wino," and the duet, "You're the Reason God Made Oklahoma."

Their collection of songs included their most recent hits, "Silent Partners" and "Be Together Night."

The two have sung together for several years, after meeting in California while she was in her mother's road show and he had a nightclub near Bakersfield.

The chemistry worked. So much so that the Country Music Association and the Academy of Country Music made them Duo of the Year in 1981 and 1982. "You're the Reason God Made Oklahoma," was named Song of the Year in that time.
Interpreters tell lectures to his 70 undergraduates

The college in China consists of 1200 forestry students and 200 landscape architecture students. There are also 65 graduate students.

The school produces many of the teachers and researchers in forestry and landscape architecture for China," Man said in a letter to Begus.

Out of the 70 students in the class about, eight of them understand what I am saying," said Man. He added that he has post-graduate students act as interpreters for the class.

Man has broken his class down into four areas: greenhouse construction, greenhouse operations, floral crops grown in greenhouses and business management.

According to Man, the students in China attend class an average of six hours a day for five days a week.

Some of the professors that Man has talked with are interested in developing a vocational college in Beijing in the field of ornamental horticulture and landscape architecture and they hope to use Cal Poly as a model for their school.

"The universities are now putting themselves together," said Man.

Mann. "The cultural revolution did a lot of damage to China's educational system. In the 1960's all of the large universities were divided into colleges and moved to different locations. The division was due to the Russian influence of specialization."

"The Beijing Forestry College was at one time departments in the College of Agriculture in Beijing University. There are six or seven colleges and universities in the area which were at one time a part of Beijing University. The designation university applies to the size and the variety of departments they have."

Next semester Man will be teaching a class called Advance Techniques in Floriculture.

Some of the topics he will be teaching his students are how water heating, mechanization, micro-engineering, and insecticides are applied through smoke-generating machines.

"Man said that he has visited five sets of greenhouses since he's been in China. Three of them were built by the Chinese and the design is of the lean-to type, that has glass, with a thick concrete wall to act as a heat sink and to protect the plants from the wind during the winter."

The temperature gets down to below 20, according to Man. "The heat in the greenhouses is supplied by a coal-fired generator. The cooling is done by vents, there is no mechanical cooling."

Another greenhouse he visited was imported from Japan six years ago and is of the ridge and furrow design, with a fiberglass glass and a thermal blanket. Tomatoes and cucumbers were grown in the greenhouse. This greenhouse was heated by hot water pipes.

Man also visited a greenhouse which was imported from the United States. The greenhouse cost $750,000.

The Chinese are trying to grow roses and other flowers in this greenhouse. "My experiences here are very educational and as time goes on, I think I will get more involved in the department's programs. I have a couple of ideas and will propose them to the teachers in the near future," Man said.

One of Man's ideas is to introduce flowers from America into China. He is thinking of setting up a trial or display garden of American flowers.

New personnel officer chosen for Foundation

By LEANNE ALBERTA

A former Cal Poly employee and director of staff personnel at Washington State University, has been appointed Cal Poly Foundation personnel officer.

Barry Whelchel will be the new foundation personnel officer. Al W. Amarat, foundation executive director, said Whelchel will replace Jack Fryer, who retired, Dec. 1, after more than 16 years of service in the foundation.

Whelchel was appointed Fryer's replacement by the foundation's board of directors. As the foundation personnel officer, Whelchel will direct the foundation's personnel programs, which include the fringe benefits program, employee training classification and recruitment, employee safety, health and welfare programs.

Whelchel came to the foundation from the Grant County, (Washington) Public Utility District, where he was the regional personnel manager.

In addition to private industry experience, Whelchel was employed at Washington State University, where he spent six and one-half years as the director of staff personnel. He worked in the Cal Poly Personnel Office from 1968 to 1974.

Whelchel graduated from San Diego State University and has an undergraduate degree in personnel management and a graduate degree in business administration. He has written articles on compensation, testing, employee relations and discrimination which have been published in the Personnel Journal, Industrial Relations and the College and University Personnel Association Journal.

Twice as nice!

Now you can have twice the hot, wholesome goodness of freshly baked crust at no extra cost with the twice as nice! Express 12/21/84 expires 12/21/84.
Debate squad wins novice and JV divisions at meet

By KAREN ELLICHMAN

The Cal Poly Forensics Team won the novice division at the National California Fall Championships tournament at the University of San Francisco. The standings were announced at the end of the 12th round.

Cal Poly students were joined by several other universities, including Stanford, UC Berkeley, and UC Davis. The competition was held over two days, with the final round taking place on Saturday afternoon.

The squad consisted of five members and six alternates. The team members included two members who competed in novice debate: Barb Wimpee and Kate Cavalli. They won the first and second speaking awards, respectively.

Other members of the team who competed included Farah Bocuya, who won the junior varsity division, and Mechanical Engineering major John Wyer, who won the novice division.

The team also won first place in the open division of debate. Wyer received an award for best speaker in his division.

Debate is a team sport, and the team members work closely together to prepare for each round. They study speeches, practice arguments, and refine their delivery to improve their chances of winning.

Cal Poly has a long history of success in debate, and the team members are dedicated to improving their skills each year. They practice throughout the academic year, and the team is coached by Denise Krause.

The next training session begins January 25 and lasts through the quarter break. The team meets at all times.

By ROSEMARY COSTANZO

Hotline workers explain, 'Our job is to intervene'

It can be easy to take granted the work that hotlines do. They provide a lifeline to those who are struggling and in need of support. Hotline workers are trained to listen and respond to the needs of the callers, offering a safe and confidential space for them to share their thoughts and feelings.

The San Luis Obispo County Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services Hotline is one such resource. It is staffed by trained volunteers who are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

The hotline is a lifeline for those who are struggling with mental health or substance abuse issues. It provides a safe space for them to share their thoughts and feelings, and to receive support and guidance.

Volunteers are trained to listen and respond to the needs of the callers, offering a safe and confidential space for them to share their thoughts and feelings.

The hotline is available to anyone who needs it, and it's free and confidential. It's a resource for individuals of all ages and backgrounds, and it's available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Hotline workers explain, 'Our job is to intervene'.

The hotline is a lifeline for those who are struggling with mental health or substance abuse issues. It provides a safe space for them to share their thoughts and feelings, and to receive support and guidance.
**Sports**

**Men win in overtime, Women lack offense**

Mark Wintinger hit a 15-footer with nine seconds left in overtime. Wednesday in the Main Gym, giving Cal Poly a 74-73 overtime lead and its fourth straight win.

The score between the Mustangs and North Dakota was tied at 41 with just over five minutes to play. Cal Poly worked for the last shot of their winning corner offense. Nate Hatton couldn't make a jumper at the buzzer, sending the game into overtime.

Hatton scored 12 points and Derrick Roberts had another big night, scoring 15 and getting eight rebounds to lead the Mustang offense.

Cal Poly led in the rebounding department, 27-20, but committed 19 personal fouls which Fighting Sioux converted into 13 points.

Poly scored three points from the foul line.

Mustang Jeff Wells added eight points and four rebounds in the win.

The game scheduled for Friday with Cal State Northridge has been cancelled because of the volleyball tournament.

**Fresno 88, Poly 55**

**Cy Youngers close to signing**

**HOUStON (AP) —** Bruce Sutter and Rick Sutcliffe, a pair of Cy Young winners, were headed in opposite directions toward similar goals Thursday as free-agent activity dominated baseball's winter meetings.

Both free agents were looking for jobs.

Sutter was in Atlanta, where his agent, Rich Greener, set up meetings with the Atlanta club.

And Sutcliffe was in Houston, site of the baseball meetings, prepared to begin another round of talks with clubs.

Sutter's two agents, Jim Brunner and Bob Gilhooly, arrived in Atlanta Thursday, as did Sutter. They apparently were close to making a deal with Braves owner Ted Turner that could pay Sutter as much as $4 million over 30 years.

Sutter was scheduled to meet Friday with Turner. A source at Turner Broadcasting said the announcement regarding Sutter's signing — which would take place in Atlanta at 10 a.m. EST Friday — was foremost on Turner's agenda.

He took first place, while Dave Armstrong came in second.:

A deal that would send as many as five players — including pitchers Jose Rijo and Jay Howell — to Oakland for Henderson was announced Wednesday. The Yankees, however, didn't want to consummate the trade until they could get Henderson to agree to a contract. Henderson's agent, Rich Brophy, said they were looking for a five-year contract, but would not disclose the asking price, which was expected to be in the range of $8 million, however.

Sutter's two agents, Jim Bronner and Bob Gilhooly, arrived in Atlanta Thursday, as did Sutter. They apparently were close to making a deal with Braves owner Ted Turner that could pay Sutter as much as $4 million over 30 years.

Sutter was scheduled to meet Friday with Turner. A source at Turner Broadcasting said the announcement regarding Sutter's signing — which would take place in Atlanta at 10 a.m. EST Friday — was foremost on Turner's agenda.

Hoyt, to the IPadres from the—

**Ballesteros leads African golf tourney by one stroke**

**SUN CITY, South Africa (AP) —** Defending champion Severiano Ballesteros of Spain shot a three-under-par 69 Thursday and took a one-stroke lead over American Tom Kite and Britain's Nick Faldo, who double bogeyed the final hole. Ballesteros fired three birdies in the opening round of the Sun City Million Dollar Golf Challenge.

Turner's Cy Sutcliffe's agent, Barry Axelrod, had a schedule of meetings Thursday that included representatives from New York Mets, who have been trying to sign Sutter for years.

Ballesteros fired three birdies in the opening round of the Sun City Million Dollar Golf Challenge.
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Wrestlers gearing up for winter season

When most college students are recovering from the festivities of New Year’s Eve the wrestling team will be hosting Oregon State at 11:30 a.m. on New Year’s Day. This will be the second match of the season for the young Mustang team.

Earlier in the season the Mustangs lost to Arizona State. The only points Cal Poly scored were the result of a default by injury in the 134 pound division and a forfeit at 190. Three of top Poly wrestlers were academically ineligible for the Arizona State match-up.

This year is only the second time in about 15 years, that Vaughan Hitchcock will be without a returning NCAA all-american on the team. Hitchcock who has coached Poly for 23 years, is 344-97-4.

Drew suspended by Jazz

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — The Utah Jazz on Thursday suspended forward John Drew indefinitely for violating team regulations. The action came after Drew met with General Manager and Coach Frank Layden.

The suspension was announced after a team practice Thursday morning in preparation for a National Basketball Association game here Thursday night against Seattle.

"The Jazz will have no other comment on the action," Utah Jazz President David Checketts said in a brief statement. He said the club would seek another player to fill Drew’s place on the roster.
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**Advertisements**

- **Pic tu re**

  - Hello's Sporting Goods: local sports wear
  - ATTN: all motorcycle fans. Bring your stuff now. Get yours at the UU ticket office.
  - THE SPINDEL is looking for a dependable dishwasher. Approx. $12/month. For more information call Steve Weil, 543-2538.

- **Employment**

  - Electronics Technician. Full-time with fringe benefits. Contact Joan Foy, 543-3588.
  - **Services**

    - Electronics Experience desirable. Resume to Zanich Cons, 343-Rubber St, U.S. BANK
    - **For Sale**

      - APPLE COMPUTER: A complete system worth only $300. Job entails installing Apple hardware and software.
      - **Roommates**

        - Mustang roommate needed to share room in Mustang Village contract for Winter quarter, $225. Non-smoker, Aggie preferred: fun but studious, easy to get along with! Call Mark 543-4538.

- **Roommates**

  - Mustang roommate needed to share room in Winter Quarter. Only $130 per month. Non-smoker, Aggie preferred: fun but studious, easy to get along with! Call Mark 543-4538.

- **Gender Neutral Roommate**

  - Mustang roommate needed to share room in Winter Quarter. Only $130 per month. Non-smoker, Aggie preferred: fun but studious, easy to get along with! Call Mark 543-4538.

- **Sports**

  - Mustang Daily is looking for a dependable dishwasher. Approx. $12/month. For more information call Steve Weil, 543-2538.

- **Picture Frames**

  - Picture Frames: Two small frames for sale. $5.00 each. Contact Barry, 543-4767.

- **HURLEY'S PHARMACY**

  - 986 Foothill Blvd. SLO 543-9900

- **Records**

  - VINYL LP'S, 45s, 78's, 7" singles. Phone 546-5656 for details.
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